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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
Attempt only one alternative.
Indicate the alternative attempted on your answer sheet.
Candidates are advised that the use of mechanical means such as the use of
mathematical tools to execute work tasks is not allowed at all.
Candidates must be informed that ruling of any means whatsoever is forbidden
The setter of the groups of objects especially for Alternative B must interpret
sides mentioned in the question set below (i.e. left or right) according the
positioning of the candidates towards the objects
The teacher(s) in charge of preparing specimens should not substitute
specimens specified in the early instruction with other specimens of their
choice, other: the candidates' work will be construed as irrelevant and hence
will not be mark. or graded.
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ALTERNATIVE A
On a low table, place a hand - washing trough/basin (approximately 25em in diameter
and 13em high). To its right, but slightly in front, place a medium - sized rectangular
tray.
In the middle of the tray, place a plastic jar with its lid intact such that its spout faces
your left. To the left side of the water jar, place a transparent drinking glass half -filled
with juice. To the right side of the water jar, still on the tray, place two big oranges.
In front of the hand - washing trough, place a horizontally - cut orange (one half in
an upright position while the other half faces your right.)
In front of the tray, place a sieve (approximately 24 c m long) with the handle facing
the right side of the candidates. A kitchen knife is placed in front of the cut oranges with
its head pointing to the tray.

ALTERNATIVE B
In the comer of a room near the wall, place a bucket in an upright position with
Its handle falling backwards.
A towel is placed in the bucket on the right side so that part of the towel hangs down
and outwards but without touching the ground. To the left side of the bucket, place a
20 - litre jerry can to be seen by the candidates in a % view with its back facing your
right.
To the right side of the bucket but slightly in front, place a bucket lid in an upright
position.
In front of the setting to your left, place a pair of sandals (one sandal leans against
the back of the jerry can and the other directly faces the bucket). Between the pair
of sandals and the lying lid, place a scrubbing brush in a vertically upright position.
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